Abstract. In this paper we shall establish the counterpart of Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's formula in the sense of the Hecker correspondence. The motivation is the derivation of the values of the Riemann zeta-function at positive even integral arguments from the partial fraction expansion for the hyperbolic cotangent function (or the cotangent function). Since the last is equivalent to the functional equation, we may view their elegant formula as one for the Lambert series, and comparing the Laurent coefficients, we may give a functional equational approach to the short-interval character sums with polynomial weight.
Introduction
Our aim in this paper is twofold. First we shall give the counterpart (our Theorem 3 in §4) of Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's important formula for the polynomial weight short-interval character sum ( [35, (6) ]) stated as Formula (2.11) in §2 of the present paper, in the sense of the Hecke correspondence. The Hecke (or Riemann, Hecke and Bochner) correspondence is the correspondence of the transformation formula for the modular form (Lambert series) and the functional equation for the zeta (or L)-function. This correspondence can be described as one for the Mellin and the inverse Mellin transform (cf. e.g. [8] , [23] , [26] , etc.). For some more information on this, we refer to §4. Since we may deduce (2.10) and thence (2.11) from the functional equation, we may claim that the short-interval character sums can be treated by the functional
Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's formula
In this section we present Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's elegant formula [35] (Formula (2.10) below) and show that it is in spirit exactly the same as the classical method for obtaining the values of the Riemann zeta-function at even positive integral arguments. Indeed, it leads to the most well-known formula of Euler.
Euler's formula, The proof can be found in [10, pp. 39-43] , [33, p. 91] , [24, Exercise 5.4 ], but we indicate it here. Rewriting (2.1) in the form
and expanding the infinite series into the Taylor series, we deduce (cf. [35, (6) 
i.e. the zeta-value coefficients. On the other hand, by definition, the left-hand side has the well-known expansion (which is a generating function of the Bernoulli numbers)
Comparing the coefficients, we deduce Euler's formula.
Here we note that the partial fraction expansion for the hyperbolic cotangent function is equivalent to the functional equation for the Riemann zeta-function, whose asymmetric form reads
which is a consequence of the functional equation for the Dirichlet L-function for the trivial primitive Dirichlet character taking the value 1 for all integers. Now Joris [19] (cf. also [32] , [5] ) states the functional equation
and where l s (x) indicates the polylogarithm function defined by
In view of [19] , [32, pp. 211-215] and [27] , we see that the essential ingredient is this -function in the study of L-functions with imprimitive characters. For further use of this -function, see the last half of §4.
Throughout the paper whenever we refer to a character, we mean a Dirichlet character that is not necessarily primitive.
We assemble here some data on the generalized Bernoulli numbers and polynomials introduced by Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier. First, let B n,χ (and B n,χ (x)) denote the well-known ordinary generalized Bernoulli numbers (and polynomials) whose properties are contained in them. All these may conveniently be introduced by the generating function similar to (2.3) (cf. also [17] , [28] , etc.):
i.e. B
[r]
n,χ = B n,χ for the character χ modulo M |r| induced by χ (whence B [1] n,χ = B n,χ ). Conversely, the special case, where χ is induced by the primitive character ψ modulo f is the most essential: B 
n−1 and that B 0,χ = 0
M . The following formula gives the value of the L-function at negative integers:
which in turn leads to the evaluation at positive integer arguments of the L-function in Theorem 4 below. For a Dirichlet character χ modulo M , let L χ (t) define the Lambert series associated to χ:
which corresponds to the hyperbolic cotangent function above. For references on Lambert series with or without characters, we refer to §4. Let N be a multiple of M , say N = uM , and let r be a positive integer prime to N . The essential case is u < r, which we so assume. Then Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier [35, p. 275 ] deduced the elegant formula (2.10)
with ϕ being the Euler ϕ-function. This corresponds to the transformation formula for the Lambert series (2.2).
With the above M, N, r, u we define the short-interval character sum with polynomial weight
In the notation of Yamamoto [38, p. 280] , this is S u r = S N/M r . Comparing the coefficients of both sides of (2.10) and using the Laurent expansion ([35, (5)]) of (2.9), Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier [35, (6) 
Thus we are naturally led to the consideration of the relation for the L-function, corresponding to (2.11) in view of the presence of the functional equation (2.4) (to be given in §4). We note that the Laurent expansion [35, (5) ] is a limiting relation of the Lambert series as the variable tends to the real axis through the upper half-plane.
For convenience of reference, we state two similar formulations of Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's formula (2.11) which are equivalent under the following relation.
Assume that χ modulo M is induced by the primitive character ψ to the conductor f > 1. Then we have
is the normalized Gauss sum (cf. Lemma 1 below). (i) Assume that u < r are positive integers and χ is a Dirichlet character modulo M such that (uM, r) = 1. Then
where the sum is over all Dirichlet characters ψ modulo r.
(ii) Assume in addition that χ is induced by the primitive character χ 1 to the conductor f . Then we have
where the sum is over all Dirichlet characters ψ modulo r and each χψ is induced from (χψ) 1 (modf ).
Yamamoto's method
It seems that Yamamoto's pretty results [38] are less well-known. In this section we present them with details.
One writes
where
, and uses the Fourier series for f . His results are limited to the case of primitive characters, but could hopefully be generalized by using the following general evaluation of the Gauss sum G n (χ) in Joris [19] (cf. also Hasse [15, pp. 444-450] ). For primitivity of χ and the separability of the Gauss sum, cf. [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] . We now state an equivalent form of Yamamoto's results in terms of Joris's evaluation of the Lemma 1 ([19, p. 14] ).
Theorem 1. The notation being the same as above, we have
where b m (n) are defined by n m as has been done in [38] and [37] . Thus we leave Theorem 1 at that and expect on another occasion to work out the explicit coefficients and prove the equivalence of these theorems.
Yamamoto also defined the conjugate character sum T k r,uM (χ): 
Lemma 2.
Theorem 2. Let χ, f, ψ, M, M 0 , n 0 , μ, ϕ be the same as above and assume M N . Then
where b m are given by (3.2).
Proof. We note that the sum T 
whereb m (n) is defined in a similar way to (3.2), and substituting (3.3) we conclude (3.4), completing the proof.
The main results of the paper
In this section we prove Theorem 3 below, our main result, forming Riemann, Hecke and Bochner's correspondence (cf. Knopp [26] ) with Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's formula (2.10), by applying the Mellin transform technique. This aspect is already stated in [35, p. 275, l. 8 ] to deduce their formula (5) , in the spirit of Riemann, splitting up the range of the integral. Riemann already used this technique in his most celebrated paper on the distribution of primes, which was taken up by Hecke to establish the Hecke correspondence between modular forms and zeta-functions (in the case of a single gamma factor). Weil also made some contributions to this area (Vol. 3 of his Collected Papers, in which he refers to Bochner's work), and eventually Bochner [9] treated the case of multiple gamma factors, creating the notion of modular relations. Cf. §5 for relevant references and some comments.
This depends on the (Hecke) gamma transform
which is valid for σ > 0. Using (4.1), we have for σ > 1,
Licensed 
valid for all values of s, where
n s is the weighted complete character sum.
Proof. Taking the Mellin transform of both sides of (2.10) and using (4.2), we obtain for σ > 1,
is the Hurwitz-Lerch L-function (cf. e.g. [31] ), which is analytically continued over the whole plane. Hence the formula
is valid for all s. Or more simply, using the expression
and appealing to the analyticity of the Dirichlet L-function furnished by the functional equation (2.4), we deduce (4.3) for all s ∈ C.
In view of [6, Example 2] with slight modifications (or [35, p. 276 ]), M s (χ) may be considered as known for s = m ∈ N:
In view of (4.4), Theorem 3 entails the values at non-positive integers, on which we dwell presently. 
with μ designating the Möbius function, the following two equations are equivalent:
in the notation of (3.1) and
(ii) Suppose χ is a Dirichlet character mod M induced by the primitive character ψ mod f and that χ(−1) = (−1)
n , where n is a positive integer. Then
Proof. Once the linking equality (4.5) is found, (i) is easy to prove. The proof of (ii) is a combination of Joris [19] and Neukirch [32] and depends on the functional equation (2.4) and the special values (2.8), (4.7) and (4.8). Indeed, using (2.8), (2.4) and (4.7),
Hence it follows that
we complete the proof. [32] τ (ψ) is written as τ (χ). Using (4.5), we get a slightly novel-looking form of (4.9) which however remains within this circle.
(ii) It is interesting to notice that several relevant papers, [7] , [18] , [19] and [38] , appeared around the same year (1976) and [7] has been most well-known and most frequently cited.
Conclusion
In this section we first give the most relevant and informative references on subjects which we referred to in early sections of this paper. Then we state some possible directions of research on weighted short-interval character sums and their applications.
First, for the interpretation of the partial fraction expansion of the cotangent function as an equivalent to the functional equation, we refer to [23] . Berndt [4] and Ishii and Oda [16] contain rich references on the transformation formula for the Lambert series, which are mutually independent, with [16] focusing on the special values of a class of zeta-functions.
Second, regarding Riemann, Hecke and Bochner's correspondence, we refer to [23] and the recent books [8] and [12] in addition to [26] .
Third, for (generalized) Bernoulli numbers and polynomials we refer to [5] , [11] , [14] and [36] . Regarding a possible generalization of Yamamoto's results to the case of imprimitive characters and the possible deduction of Szmidt, Urbanowicz and Zagier's formula from them, we shall wait for another occasion. We have made a slight generalization to the case of imprimitive characters with prime power modulus in [37] to deduce some congruences for Euler numbers. We could pursue this direction with reference to our recent paper [25] .
We expect that we could deduce Yamamoto's results for weighted character sums with (primitive) characters of both types from the functional equation in view of the recent results [21] , [12] . In these papers we proved that the Fourier expansions of the relevant weight-the Bernoulli polynomial and the Clausen function (log sin integral)-follow from the functional equation, whence Theorems 1 and 2 of Yamamoto.
Regarding the short-interval character sums, there are many applications, including the class number problem. They may be used to obtain congruences for generalized Bernoulli numbers, including Euler numbers modulo a power of a prime (cf. e.g. [25] ). In one of our forthcoming papers, we reveal that in P. Chowla's arithmetical formulation of the class number formula for the real quadratic field Q( √ p) [13] , there is no relation between the class numbers of two subfields of the biquadratic field Q(i, √ p).
